1. Introduction. - In the past decade, theoretical physicists have shown an unprecedented interest in the theory of continuous groups and its application to a wide range of physical problems. Notable, among the many applications, has been the use of the compact continuous groups to describe the symmetry transformation properties of N-particle atomic and nuclear wave functions following the early work of Racah [1, 2] . Physicists have tended to concentrate primarily on the development of continuous groups, in the tradition of Elie Cartan [3] and Sophus Lie [4] by considering the properties of infinitesimal transformations. Hermann Weyl's book on "The Classical Groups" [5] has undoubtedly exercised a considerable influence in these developments.
An alternative approach to the theory of continuous groups, which complements the earlier work of Cartan and Lie, has been developed by D. E. Littlewood as a natural consequence of Schur's original thesis [6] on the properties of invariant matrices. Littlewood's treatment circumvents the study of infinitesimal transformations by considering the properties of special functions of the roots of the matrices that characterize the elements of the continuous groups. This approach obviates the need to obtain the group characters explicitly. These functions, known as Schur-functions, or simply as S-functions, have been used by Littlewood to find relatively simple formulae relating (1) Research Methods for calculating outer products of S-functions are well known [7] and these are developed so as to give simply and unambiguously the Kronecker products for all the above groups. A method for determining the inner product of S-functions without the usual recourse the character tables, is [10] give formulae for the dimension (degree) f{À} of a representation {X}.
where {À} is a partition of n into r parts. A formula more suited to hand calculations is give . by Robinson [11] . [7] although, so far as it is known, it has not suggested how to systematically cover all possibilities for the graphs.
The S-functions appearing in the product :
are those which can be built by adding to the graph of {À} f1-1 symbols a, f1-2 symbols P, 03BC3 symbols y, etc., in this order and in the ways specified by the following : 1) No two identical symbols appear in the same column of the graph.
2) If we count the oc' s, 3' s, y' s, etc., from right to left, starting at the top, then at all times while the count is being made, the number of a' s must be not less than the number of P's which must not be less than the number of y's, and so on.
3) The graphs we obtain after the addition of each symbol must be regular, i. e. the corresponding partition must be ordered. 4) The resultant S-function must be ordered.
For example {4211}/{211} :
note that the graphs :
are not allowed by the rules.
S-function division may also be performed by use of the properties of isobaric determinantal forms [8] [8] , [9] that the S-functions on n variables are the simple characters of the groups.
The full orthogonal, rotation and symplectic groups of degree n all occur as subgroups of Un. Littlewood [13] has expressed the characters of the orthogonal and symplectic groups in terms of S-functions :
where (y) and (8) are partitions of p and occur in the Frobenius series :
The character theory for the rotation groups are essentially the same as for the orthogonal groups except when the group dimension is even (n = 2v) and X, 0 0.
In most of these cases, it is necessary to resort to the method of difference characters [8] S-function defined on n variables, where n = 2v or n = 2v + 1, and having more than v parts is equivalent to a series of S-functions on the same n variables but not having more than v parts [13] .
The S-function is expressed in the form :
Ignoring a possible change of sign for some transformations, this S-function is independent of r and will be denoted {À: 03BC}. It The Exceptional Group G2 : The group G2 is a proper subgroup of the seven dimensional rotation group and Judd [10] has derived the branching rules by using the infinitesimal operator approach, to yield the result : where the sum is over all integral values of i, j, k satisfying the relations : is used to remove characters which do not give regular representations of Gz.
11. Kronecker Products for the Continuous Groups.
-Since we may express the characters of the unitary, symplectic and orthogonal groups in terms of S-functions, the reduction of the Kronecker products of these groups may be done in terms of the outer product of S-functions and then performing the appropriate branching to get back the characters of the group.
Kronecker products for G2 are done in the same manner by a two stage process, expressing the characters of G2 in terms of those of R7, thence into S-functions and so on. The expression of the characters of G2 in terms of those of R7 is performed by noting that in the reduction R7 --&#x3E; G, [u1 u2 0] contains (UIU2) as the term of highest weight. The use of the algebra of plethysm [9] , [14] , [8] allows us to calculate, directly and unambiguously, the branching rules between any compact group and a subgroup of lower dimension or a direct product of such groups [19] , [20] . Quite generally, given that the unary character [1] of the larger group decomposes to a sum of characters A under the restriction, then any character X will decompose into the sum of characters given by A 0 X.
The branching rules for any group R3 may therefore be easily calculated after defining our unary decomposition. For [20] .
The addition of general methods for the machine calculation of plethysms and the handling of difference characters and spin representations for the orthogonal and rotation groups should remove many of the remaining problems. These problems will be discussed in a separate paper.
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